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THE TORSIONAL STRENGTH OF WhTGS
By C.P.BURQESS
Tki3 report is eubmitted to the
of Aeronautics, Nary Depatitment.
t?i6 elastic am-s of a w“ng &ucture
?
suMxfARY
ItTationalAbi.sory Committeejor Aeronaut&x ty t7ieBureau
It describes a simple mefhnl for calculating tfie position of
having any numfier of spars. It is shown that strong drag
bating near tfie%p and ‘~otfom of a wing-greatly increases tie torsional strength. An analytid
procedure for finding tfie contribution of the drag bracing to tfie torsional strength and stiffness is
described, bagedupon tie principle of Zeastwork, and inmlrnng only one unlmwn quantdy.
T%e ralidity of the new method of analysis is te8ted by applying it to a two-fifth scale model
of the large steel tubular 9+par wing of the Hu&Daland XHB monoplane. T%ecalculateddresses
are checked fiy compariwm m“th tie strain8 obserred by mean8 of electric telemeter strain gauges
secured to tfie spars i!um”ngsand had tests in the statti testing laboratoy of the Army Air L7em”ce
Engineering D&i&n at Dayton, Ohio.
The torsionul drength of a wing determines cay lurgely the distribution of air forces upon
ii, and the tendenq to $utter. Insufim”erd torsional strength produces wash-in or an increasing
angle of attack toward the wing tips in tb high incidence condition, ,further increasing the load
on tfiefront spar inthecondition which ia aheady the most serere. (70nrer~ely,torn”onal~“e7ding
in tfie law incidence and nose dire conditions produce uwdout of the uz”ngsfiape and may exaggerate
the critical eonditim for tlie rear spar.
T%e mathnatial theory of the jorces @odw”ng j?utter is not yet su#iciently far adranced to
determine by direct cakulation the crdicul air speed at which$utkr will commence. Cornpa=tison
with succe48fulpractice must still be the principal en-fez-ionupon which to judge the aifequuq oj
the torsional strength of a new design of wing. z Obiausly this comparison unlZZe greatly facili-
tated by use of a coe~ent of torsional rigidity including the principal factors in torsional strengths.
“ A M@tien.t for comparing the tors-ianulrigidi@ of diferent wa”ng.sis d~”ced in this report.
INTRODUCTION
The tendency of modern airplane design is largely toward monoplanes in which the wings
are either fuU cantilevers, or more freque.utly, are cantilevered beyond a single pair of external
struts. In either case, the cantilever portion of the wing must ha-re suflkient torsionaI strength
to pre-mnt wing flutter at alI flying speeds.
In the methods commonly prescribed and used for the structural analysis of .2-spar wings,
it is assumed that the ribs act in a manner am=dogousto bridges resting upon the spars as abut-
ments. It is further assumed that the torsional strength of the cantilewr portion of the wing
is derived solely from the spars acting independently without the assistance of drag bracing to
resist torsion. Such a wing is not only inticient in torsion, but it must have spars designed
for two extrqe positions of the center of pressure, so that when the front spar is carrying its
maximum load, the rear spar is partially idle, aud vice versa. The wing is therefore required
to carry excess structural weight.
The advantages of strong drag bracing near the top and bottom surfaces of the wing are
now generally conceded; but reasonably simple methods of calculating the contribution of the
drag bracing to the torsiomd strength of the wing have not hither$o been presented. It is the
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purpose of this paper to describe an improved method for calculating the torsional strength of
wings having eflicient drag bracing. Moreover, the method is not cordned to 2-spar wings,
but is equally applicable to multispar construction.
CONTRIBUTION OF THE DRAG BRACING TO TORSIONAL STRENGTH
Figure 1 represents a cross section through a wing having two spars, each consisting of two
longitudinal members with diagonal bracing in the plane of each spar only. The mrows repra-
sent a torsional moment about the elastic axis or centroid. Without drag bracing, the torsion
is resisted only by the strength of the spars in the v@ical plane. The addition of drag bracing
4==+ ++.” “ ----
FIGIJEBl.-Tordon$& WE without ding Fmnu 2.-spara relnf&amd:y drag blncdng rq7ah18t
—...
in the~topand bottom horizontal planes not only adds two more trusses ta resist torque, but may
be designed to eliminate entirely all forces in the longitudina~ members due ta torsion. For
example, the longitudinal tubes A ~d D, in Figure 2, are in compression as members of the
front and rear spars, but are in termon as members of the top and bottom drag trusses; and
-
conversely for members C and E. By proper proportionir+g of the members, these tensile and
compressive forces in the longitudimds can be made to cancel each other, with the result that-
the torsion is reeisted entirely by the shear members in the spars and drag trusses. The near-
neas of th~ drag trusses to the centroid is largely compensated by their great-depth in propor-
tion tc the spara.
Frm#spcr
FIGUES &-SRIX iru&ng h XHB I&IS
THE ELASTIC AXIS OR CENTROID .
The ehdc axis or centroid of the wing is the me across which a traneverw force may be
appIied without causing any rotation of the wing sections. In structural analysia of a wing
having more than two spars, or drag br~cing resisting torsion, it is convenient to divide the
resultant force of the air pressure into forces acting through the elastic aYis,and a pure torsional
couple.
The distance of the centroid from the leading edge is calculated by taking momenti of
the factom which determine the rigidity of the wing spars. For example, in spars in which the
shearing deflection is negligible, the rigidity, or resistance of the spare to deflection is directly
proportional to the moment of inertia of their cross sections. In spars having very flexible
shear bracing, an appreciable part of the deflection may be due h shear, and the rigidities of
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the spars may be calculated from the.interred work under a given load, on the principle that the
rigidity is in~ersely proportional to the work. This follows directly from the weI1-lmown fact
that with a given load, the work is proportional to the deflection, provided the stressesnowhere
.,-”
exceed the proportional limit. .
——
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Fmum 4.—DinKtrussIn XHB W@
The moment of inertia of the cross section, or the reciprocal of the internal work under —
a given load may be taken as rigidity factme of the spars. - The sum of the moments of the
riggdity factors about the leading edge of the wing, divided by the sum of these factors, gives the
distance of the ehstic axis from the leading edge. This principle is not confined to 2-spar
wings, provided that as is usually the case, the ribs and rib bracing between the spars are su.fli-
ciently rigid to make the distortions of the wing
sections negligible in comparison with the transla-
~
tional and rctational mov@ment of the sections.
As an example, the position of the ehstic cen-
troid at Station 22 of the XHB wing, shown @
F~ures. 3, 4, and 5, is calculated. This is a 3-spar, t :m:”~”
tapered wing in which the distances of the spars
~ from the leading edge remain constant fractions of
~
the tapering chord. It is therefore convenient to
FIGUM 6.-Dlagrammstic adton thrmgh Wpnr TV@
express the moment arms about tho leading edge .gs fractiom- of the chord, rather than as
definite lengths. The calculation is made in tabular form as follows:
TABLE I
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The centroid is at 3,382/98.8= 34.23~o of the chord born the leading edge at Station 22. .——
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DIVISION OF THE LOAD BETWEEN THE SPARS
When the resultant of the load normal to the wing chord passes through the elastic mis,
there is no rotation of the wing sections, and if the ribs are rigid, all spars have equal deflec-
tions, and are loaded in direct proportions ta their momenb of inertia, 1, provided the shearing
deflection is negligible. It folIows that the.running load, w, on each spar due to a total run-
ning load, !7’, acting through the elastic centroid is ~ven by:
w “ W.rpr
The summation, 21, is taken over W spars at the station under investigation. In the XHB
wing at Station 22, the division of load between the spars is as follows:
TABLE II‘“”
—
‘&:
,:...... ..... .r ..- .-:..h=
Spez I“ ofnomd
loaJ fikfik
Front. . . . . . —-... -.-.. -..-..--+ 44.4
Cent-w....-........–———
, mar......._.__._.__._G ~.~! ‘g
.-
W.s LOOO
I
If there were no drag bracing in the top and bottom planes of the wing, a torsional couple
about the centroid wotdd be opposed only by the rigidity of the spars, which would be loa&M
by the torsion in direct-proportion to their moments of inertia and their distance from the cen-
troid, i. e. in proportion to @“where s is the distance of the spar from “the centroid. The mo-
ments of the resistances of the spare to a torsional couple are equaI to Is’; and the loads-w due
to a torsional moment M are therefore given by:
The values of Is/ZIi@ for the present
expressed as a percentage of the chord
w= M18/U8a
problem are given in the fo~owing table, where s is --” -
length.
TABLE HI
—
Sper I“ s ;& IN 1“”” ‘“ ‘ -I@I#
-. ..=- :-.:.,. .
w
-IA 2“ -$ ; yg -io2?s
.:. .
Front .._.. -..._ .- %:
cenb3r._.-. ..__.
3$: E&is
awl
Rear.. -. —____ 2L6 .x, K/l I ,0m5 —
--------- ------- ..- L-_.. 67,WZ _._.--.
STRESSES IN THE MEMBERS AT”STATION 22 D-UE TO UNiT LOAD ON EACH SPAR
The unit load on each spar or drag truss is assumed to be 1,514 lb., distributed as shown in
Table IV and Figure 6. Table V gives the abbreviations used for the various members in the
subsequent analysis, and the stresses in the-members at Station 22 due to the unit load being
appIied to each spar and drag truss in turn. The stresseshave been determined by the ordinary
analytical solution of determinate structures; it is not .conaiderednecessary to give the calcula-
tions here.
UNIT TOIZSIONAL MOMENT
The unit tomional moment is assumed to be the couple produced by 1,514 lb. distributed
along the eIgatic asis in the same way as the unit spar load, acting downwards, and an equal
force acting upwards at 1 per cent of the chord length forward of the elastic axis. The loads
on the spara due to the unit torsional moment when there is no drag bracing are therefore 1,514
times the values of 1s/21s2 calculated in Table III.
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The depth of the wing at Station 22 is 18.6 per cent of the chord Iength. The loads on the
drag truesMwhen they alone oppose the unit to~ionaI couple are + 1,514/18.6=*81.4 lb.
LEAST WORK CALCULATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF TORSIONAL STRESSES
The diagonals of the top and bottom drag trusses are considered to be the redundant mem-
bers in resisting torsional couples applied to the wing structure. In a pure couple, there can
be no resultant drag force, and the forces in the two drag trusses must therefore be equal and
opposite, so that there is only a aingIe unknom force to be determined.
The least work analysis is applied to 1 inch length of the wing structure at Station 22.
For mathematical exactitude, the least work calculations shouId be applied to the whole wing
structure simultaneously, instead of only to the cross section at which the stresses are d~=ired.
It is beIieved, howe~er, that the proposed method of procedure is not seriously in error prm-ided
there are no abrupt changes in the position of the ehstic a-xis,and the sizes of the members in
the spars and drag trusses taper out gradually. This limitation is also found in the ordinary
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??1OCEE&—Load, ShW@( form nnd bmdiu momentwith totmldbtrlkted W of 1,514RORUd9
beam bending theory which, as is well know-n, does not give the bending stresses correctly m
the neighborhood of abrupt changcisin the shape of the cross section of a beam.
In applying the principle of least work to the stress calculations. the spars without the drag”
biacing are taken as the basic determinate structure, and the drag bracing as the redundant
part. The stress, S, in any member of the structure, due to the unit torsionaI couple Jf, is
regarded as consisting of two parts. One part, designated SO,is the stress resulting from the
couple M, opposed only by the spars of the determinate structure. The other part, XS1, restits
from the forces in the redundant drag bracing. The stress, XS’1, is the product of X, the fraction
of M resisted by the drag bracing; and Sh the stress resulting from, an imaginag condition of
internal fore= in which the spars and the drag bracing act against each other in torsion with an
intensity equaI to —X in the spara, and + M in the dr~~ bracing. It follows that in any mem-
ber, JSlequals -So plus the stress due to M appIied to the drag bracing; Wd S_=&+ XJSI.
In Table VI, the SOstresses (column 9) are the same as the stresses due to the unit torsion
opposed onIy by th~ spars (column 7); and the SI stresses (cohnnn 10) are equaI to —So plus
the stresses due to the unit torsion opposed ordy by the drag bracing (cohmnn 8).
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The total interred m“orkin the
by W, and is given by:
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portion of the structure under consideration is designated
.-
.- — —-
E’ has its minimum value when d W’/dX = O. By-differentiating the above expression with
r~spect to X, and equating to zero, the following equ@iori for the solution of X is obtained:
XZS2L/EA •FZYOS,LIZA= O.
The summation is taken over all that part of the wing structure intercepted between two
parallel planes 1 inch apart, perpendicular to the axis of the wing at Stations 22 and 23. The
modulus 1?is the same for all members, and canceIs out. Let U’= L/A. Then
The leastwork calculations are detailed in Table VI. The strcwsesdue to the unit load of
1,514 Ib. on each spar and drag truss are takw from Table V. The stresses, &, are the effect
of the unit torsional moment” opposed by the spare alone, without assistance from- the drag
bracing. These stresses are obtained by multiplying the stresses in each spar due t.a 1,514 lb.
load by the vrdues of ls~l& calculated in Table III.:. The SI stresses are equal and opposite
to the SOstresses, plus the streamsin the drag trusses when they alone resist the unit torsion.
The latter stresses, as shown on page 7, are the result-of loads of 81.4 lb., acting forward in the
upper drag truss, and in the reverse direction in the lower drag truss.
It is found by the computations in Table VI that X = 0.4919, The stressesin alI members
atStation 22, due ta the unit torsional moment of 1,514 lb. at 1 per cent of the wing chord aft
of the ektic. axis, are given in the column headed S in Table VI,
STRESSES AT STATION 22 DUE TO UNIT LOADS IN THREE FLIGHT CONDITIONS
The stressesat Station 22 are calculated for the unit load in the foIIowing three conditions
of flight:
(a) High Incidence, normal loa~, 1,514-lb.; a&idr”~ load, 210 lb.; cen~r of pressure at 31
per cent of the chord length from the leading edge, or 3.23 per cent of the chord forward of the
eIast.icaxis.
(b) Low Incidence, normal load, 1,614 lb.; drag, 224 lb,, center of pressure at 51 per cent
of the chord from the leading edge, or 16,77 per cent aft of the ekistic axis.
(c) Inverted Flight, normal load, -1,514 lb.; zero drag, center of pressure at 3.23 per cent
of the chord forward of the ehistic axis.
The drag force is assumed to act through the ekwtic axis, producing no torsion.
In calculating the stresses in each condition, the effects of the normal force, drag, and
torsion are each found by proportionality from the stresses due to the unit loads as already
computed. The normal load is distributed between the front, center, and rear spars in the
ratios, 0.452, 0.332, and 0,218, respectively, as determined in Table II. The drag is divided
equally between the two drag trusses; and the torsional stresses are equaI ta the final S stresses
in Table VI multiplied by th? distance of the center of pressure from the ehwtic axis in terms of
per cent of the chord.
. . . . .. ._
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED STRESSES
. .. . . —
The welded steel tubular wing truss, to which the foregoing stress calculations apply, was
tested by sand loading at the stwtic testing laboratory at McCook FieId. Electric telemeter
strain gauges, of the carbon pile resistmce type developed by the Bureau of Standards, were
clamped to the longitudinal members cut by Station 22.
The readings of the strain gauges, and the c.cm%spondingstresses are shown in Tables X,
XI, and XII. The locations of the gauges, and the increments of stress per unit load are shown
THE
in Tables XII, XILL, and XIY.
parison with observation. The
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The calculated stresses are SISOtiven in these tables for com-
test at low incidence was the m“ost“Nominating because the. -” . ““~ ___
iargest amount of data was obtained, and the torsion of the wing w-as~eatest,giwing the best
---
opportunity to check the theory. Inspection of Table XIII shows that the awrage stresses
.—
agreed fairly well with the theory. In fact, the stmssee indicated by the gauges for diHerent
-:i—
increments of load varied between themselves more than their averages differed from the ..----- _. ...
..- .
theoretical stwses. It is therefore apparent that the theory is as good as the method of
measuring stresses in this test, or else that the stresses were not proportional to the applied
-—
loads. It shouId be remembered that the strain gauges are not par~cularly accurate because
of the tendency of the carbon piles to change their sensitivity to pressure and hence disturb
—
their calibration. Morecmer, the gauges were at considerable distances from the axes of the ““ ~“__-_’
tubular members to which they were secured, and the steel was so hard that the points of the
gauges could not be pressed into it. To overcome this difhdty, it was necessary to interpose
pieces of aluminum, bored to fit the tubts, with flat exterior faces to recei~e the gauge points.
-—
A certain amount of lost motion was inevitable with this arrangement. In the case of com-
pression members, the gauges were placed in pairs, one on each side of the tube. The two ““‘“ ., ~_.
units of a pair often indicated quite dblerent stresses, showing that there was buckling of the
-—
members. However, the outside radii of the tubes were only about on~tbird to one-half as
great as the distances of the lines of action of the gauges from the neutraI axes of the tubes,
.
ROthat the buckling stresses were not nearly so great as indicated by thedifhn=cesbetiwn ““’-“““-—”--.l_
the strains shown by the two gaugm of a pair.
THE COEFFICIENT OF TORSIONAL RIGIDITY
The angular twist 6, of a wing in a given, length of span, L, due to. a given torsional bending
moment, M, is inversely proportiomd to the absolute rigidity of the wing. When investigating
the tmsionaI rigidity of short lengths of span, it is convenient to replace 6 by LdO/dZ. It is to
..-—
Fe expected that the torsional moment acting upon wings of similar sections, with homologous
.. -...”
positions of the elastic asis, will vary as @b, where g is the aerodynamic head, F the area of the “
... --—
wing, and b the chord length. It follows that for equal comparatbre torsional rigidities of
diflerent wings,. ~~U
. .
should be proportional to gF$. Hence a measure of comparative _—
rigidity is the nondimensional coefficient, C,, defined by:
.-
---
The work done by a torsional moment M within the length L is given by
And also:
.-
.-
.
.-.
where the summation is taken over alI members of the structure within the hmgth L.
‘Whence:
W EAC,=&=#~L
.G—
—
. Other things being equaI, C, is inversely proportional to W. The summations of the last
two columns of Table YI show the comparative rigidities of the XHB wing at station ~?, with
..-
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and without the drag bracing. The work in 1 inch lengthdue to the
bracing is given by:
445,868 ““
~=2~=58,000,000 = 0.u077 in. lb.
With the drag bracing in action,
W=E~=QE 5~&()(3=o.0012~ ‘i. lbo
unit torsion without drag
—
,-, .—
That is to say, the torsional rigidity is six and one-tenth times greater with the drag bracing
than without it.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The structural analysis of a cantilever wing shows that-tho inclusion of strong drag bracing
in the top and bottom of the wing enormously increases the torsional &idity. It is recommended
that the use of drag bracing to improve torsional rigidity be extended to other types of wing.
Increasing the torsion@ ditlness improves the aerodjmamic qualities of a wing, and raises the
critical speed at which flutter oommences. It also improves the structural efficiency by
diminishing the shifting of the load between the front and rem spars due to movements of the
center of pressure,
The customary piocedure of assuming that the air ~oad is divided between the front and
rear spars -of a 2-spar wing in inveme ratio to their distances from the line of the restdtant air
load is no longer valid when the drag bracing contribu~ to the torsional strength. For Such
wings, the position of the elastic ruxiashould be computed, and if the resultant of the air load
do= not pass through the elastic axis, it should be resolved into normal and drag forces acting
through and perpendicular to the elastic ati, plus a torsional moment about the axis. The
stresses due to the bending of the elastic axis, and the twisting of the wing about it, should be.
computed separately and added together.
BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS,
-.
NAVS DEPARTMENT, Daiem6er, 1928.
TABLE IV
SHEAX AND BENDING IN WfNG WITH D18TXIBUTED LOAD OF 1,61( LB.
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CALCU4TION OF TORSIONAL STRESSES BY THE METHOD Or LEAST ViORK
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TABLE VIII
STRESSES AT STATION 22 DUE TO UNIT LOAD AT LOW IXCIDENC2?
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STRESSES AT STATION 22 DUE TO UNIT LOAD IN INVERTED FLIGHT
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TABLE X
TEST OF THREE.SPAR WING, INVERTED FLIGHT
.—
&6 I Load remowdJLand factor. . . . . . .Total load,lb-–. l%) I 2%
Chwie No. r%%
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TABLE X1
TEST OF 3-SPAR WING, LOW INCIDENCE
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I Imed factor.. . . . . -----Total loed, lb------ 9%0 I ii% 4j!!o I
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TABLE XII
TEST OF 8.SPAE WING, HIGH INCIDENCE. L.04D EACTOE ~ TOTAL LOAD, 2JU0LB.
$ In&lwu&tOkie fi%%i Der unitlb&I Pciition of mm WuM’3dOmlnent,Ibad ..-.“-:gye IDkta&spilltube root In. .:. r.. . ----- ——
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TABLE XIII
TEST OF 2-SPAR WING, LOW INCIDENCE
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REPOILT ADVISORY coMMITTElziFOR AERONAUTK%
TABLE XIV
TEST OF S4PAR WIN(3, INVERTED ELJOET
i Mange .- . . . . ..-.. .-._. _._-.
I 48e
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